
LONDON: Stock markets mostly rose Thursday
and the dollar largely weakened after minutes
from the Federal Reserve’s latest policy meeting
suggested it could slow the pace of its rate hikes.
The news provided traders with a cushion against
concerns about surging COVID-19 cases in China
that have fanned speculation authorities will
revert to lockdowns and other economically debil-
itating measures to fight the outbreak.

Oil prices extended Wednesday’s sharp losses
fueled by worries about the impact on demand
from China’s COVID outbreaks. Wednesday’s
much-anticipated minutes showed most US cen-
tral bank chiefs felt smaller increases would “likely
soon be appropriate” as the economy shows signs
of weakness following almost a year of monetary
tightening.

“Equities are reveling in the wake of the... min-
utes after the Fed telegraphed a downshift from
jumbo to extra-large rate hikes,” said SPI Asset
Management’s Stephen Innes. “A commitment to
moving toward restrict ive monetary policy

remains intact, but the (policy board) is ready to
slow the path toward that destination.”

He added that a less aggressive Fed “should
pave the runway for take-off in Asia, fueled by
expectations of China’s reopening by March next
year”. Bets were growing on officials announcing
a 50-basis-point lift at their December gathering,
down from four straight 75-point hikes. The latest
indicators showed the manufacturing and services
sectors continued to contract last month, while
jobless claims picked up.

The developments allowed Wall Street traders
to head off to their Thanksgiving break with a
spring in their step, the S&P 500 ending at a two-
month high as they finally see a glimmer of light at
the end of the tunnel after a painful year. Asia and
Europe mostly fol lowed suit . Kuala Lumpur
surged more than three percent and the ringgit
held gains after opposition leader Anwar Ibrahim
was named prime minister, ending a days-long
leadership impasse after inconclusive polls that
had rattled Malaysia’s markets.

The more r isk-on environment was also
reflected in a further drop in the dollar against its
peers, having surged for much of the year as
traders bet on ever-higher US interest rates.
Investors were keeping a close watch also on
China after it announced a record number of new
COVID cases, as authorities worked to curb the
spread with snap lockdowns, mass testing and
travel restrictions.

While off ic ia ls  are trying more targeted
measures to contain the disease, concerns
remain that they will resort to the painful city-
wide shutdowns seen in Shanghai earlier this
year as part of the zero-COVID strategy, which
hammered the economy. However, that worry has
been tempered somewhat after China signaled
fresh support  measures  a imed at  boost ing
growth, with the State Council saying tools
would be used to ensure liquidity in markets.
The comments led to talk of another cut in the
amount of cash that banks must keep in reserve,
freeing them to lend more. —AFP  
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Foxconn apologizes
after protests over
pay and conditions
TAIPEI: Taiwanese tech giant Foxconn on
Thursday apologized for a “technical error” in
its payment systems after violent protests
erupted over salaries and conditions at its vast
iPhone factory in central China. Hundreds of
workers marched in Zhengzhou - dubbed
“iPhone City” as the world’s biggest producer
of the smartphone - with some clashing with
riot police and personnel in hazmat suits.

Footage shared with AFP and captured by
a factory worker showed one person lying
inert on the ground next to a man in a blood-
spattered jacket who was having his head
bound in an apparent effort to staunch a
wound. A worker told AFP the confrontations
broke out after employees who signed an
agreement with the factory to work at least 30
days in return for a one-time payment of
3,000 yuan ($420) suddenly saw the figure
slashed to just 30 yuan.

“Our team has been looking into the mat-
ter and discovered a technical  error
occurred during the onboarding process,” a
Foxconn statement said without going into
detail. “We apologize for an input error in
the computer system and guarantee that the
actual pay is the same as agreed.” The
statement added: “At present, the park is
continuing to actively communicate with the
employees affected by the wrong informa-
tion, explaining that the salaries and bonus-
es of all employees are paid in accordance
with company policies.” — AFP 

South Korea truckers
strike again, threaten
supply chains
SEOUL: South Korean truckers staged their
second major strike in less than six months
Thursday, in an action that could disrupt critical
global supply chains in sectors from cars to steel.
Al l  25,000 members of the Cargo Truckers
Solidarity Union stopped working, as part of a
long-running protest against the ending of a
minimum wage guarantee, Park Yeon-su of the
organization told AFP.

With fuel prices rising, the drivers have been
demanding the government make permanent the
“safe freight rate” minimum pay scheme, which is

set to expire at the end of the year. The adminis-
tration of Seoul’s conservative president Yoon
Suk-yeol on Wednesday said it would extend the
program for three years, but truckers say there is
no point unless the scheme becomes permanent.
“The government earlier this year said they will
prioritize this issue, but that certainly didn’t hap-
pen,” Park told AFP.

The latest strike comes about five months
after the truckers staged an eight-day action in
June, delaying cargo shipments across Asia’s
fourth-biggest economy. At the time, the govern-
ment said the strike cost more than $1.2 billion in
shipment disruption for cars, steel and petro-
chemicals over the first six days. Thursday’s
strike was also expected to inflict significant
supply disruption, causing manufacturers to
reduce daily output.

The move has again triggered concerns about
the impact on global supply chains, already

strained by prolonged COVID-19 lockdowns in
China and Russia’s invasion of Ukraine. Land
minister Won Hee-ryong said the strike - which
“pours cold water on the national economy” -
would “not receive public support”. “We strongly
urge them to withdraw (the strike) and engage in
dialogue and negotiations as soon as possible,”
Won added.

But truckers say that without the minimum
wage guarantee becoming permanent, more
workers will become vulnerable to overwork and
safety risks, such as driving when tired. They also
demand the scheme be applied to truckers in
other industries, including oil, cement and con-
tainers, an idea the government has previously
rejected. South Korea has one of the highest
industrial fatality rates for a rich economy, with
more than 4,000 work-related deaths reported
from 2020 to last year, according to Seoul’s labor
ministry.  —AFP  


